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Description

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present application is generally directed to
drilling rig assemblies. Particularly, the present applica-
tion relates to elevated platforms, tables, decks, floors,
or other elevated surfaces and constructing, installing,
erecting, or building such surfaces. More particularly, the
present application relates to a drilling rig having a self-
elevating drill floor.

Background of the Invention

[0002] The background description provided herein is
for the purpose of generally presenting the context of the
disclosure. Work of the presently named inventors, to the
extent it is described in this background section, as well
as aspects of the description that may not otherwise qual-
ify as prior art at the time of filing, are neither expressly
nor impliedly admitted as prior art against the present
disclosure.
[0003] In many land-based oil and gas drilling opera-
tions, drilling rigs may be delivered to an oilfield drilling
site by transporting various components of the drilling rig
over roads, highways, and/or railroads. The various drill-
ing rig components may be transported to a drilling site
on one or more truck/trailer combinations, rail cars, or
other modes of transportation, the number of which may
depend on the size, weight, and complexity of the rig.
Once at the drilling site, the drilling rig components may
be assembled, and the drilling rig assembly may be
raised to an operating position so as to perform drilling
operations. After the completion of drilling operations,
the drilling rig may be lowered, disassembled, loaded
back onto truck/trailer combinations, rail cars, or other
modes of transportation, and transported to a different
oilfield drilling site for new drilling operations. According-
ly, the ease with which the various drilling rig components
can be transported, assembled and disassembled, and
raised and lowered can be a substantial factor in the drill-
ing rig design, as well as the rig’s overall operational ca-
pabilities and cost effectiveness.
[0004] Moreover, in particular parts of the world, ac-
cess to cranes or other equipment for assembling and
disassembling operations may be relatively limited and,
in particular, the availability of large, high lifting cranes
may be limited. Where a large drilling rig with a high floor
height is desired to provide for deep drill depths and high
drilling capacities, the absence of large crane availability
may create difficulties or impasses in assembly and dis-
assembly of drilling rigs.
[0005] In some applications, drilling operations at a giv-
en oilfield drilling site may involve drilling a plurality of
relatively closely spaced wellbores, sometimes referred
to as "pad" drilling. In pad drilling, the distance between
adjacent wellbores may be as little as 6 - 9 m (20-30 feet)
or less in some applications. The plurality of wellbores

are often arranged in a two-dimensional grid pattern,
such that rows and columns of wellbores may be dis-
posed along lines running substantially parallel to an x-
axis and a y-axis, respectively. In such pad drilling appli-
cations, after drilling has been completed at one wellbore,
the drilling rig may be moved to an adjacent wellbore.
Often, after drilling operations have been completed at
the pad site, the drilling rig may be relocated to a different
drill site, which may also be a pad site.
[0006] US20140262519 discloses a method including
attaching a carriage support to a platform, the platform
comprising a platform floor having an opening therein,
with the carriage support located proximate the opening,
attaching a drive carriage to the carriage support, and
operably coupling to the drive carriage a first mast section
of a mast comprising a plurality of mast sections, and
wherein the first mast section is located above the open-
ing. The method also includes arranging a second mast
section below the first mast section, lowering, using the
drive carriage, the first mast section through the opening,
attaching the first mast section to the second mast sec-
tion, and raising, using the drive carriage, the first mast
section and the second mast section through the open-
ing.
[0007] US20150152690 discloses a method including
coupling a plurality of outriggers to a drill rig structure,
supporting the weight of the drill rig structure with the
plurality of outriggers, and moving the drill rig structure
while supporting the weight with the plurality of outrig-
gers.
[0008] US20150184466 discloses an improved sys-
tem and method for moving a drilling rig. In one embod-
iment, the system can comprise a lift cylinder maneuver-
able in a longitudinal direction, a casing having a portion
of lift cylinder attached at the center of the casing, and
an anchor where a top portion of the anchor is connected
to the bottom portion of the lift cylinder. The casing can
be mateable at the bottom portion of a drilling rig. The
walking system can further comprise a pair of traverse
cylinders mounted on opposite sides of the anchor and
a skid pad, on which a portion of the traverse cylinder is
connected. The traverse cylinder can be maneuverable
in a lateral direction. The skid pad can be connected to
the bottom portion of the mounting plate. Furthermore,
the skid pad can be capable of supporting the weight of
the drilling rig.
[0009] US20140262518 discloses a method including
arranging a plurality of actuators into an operating posi-
tion, arranging a first upper frame and a second upper
frame proximate the actuators, attaching a support to the
first upper frame and the second upper frame, wherein
the support is located above the actuators, and extending
the actuators to engage the support. The method also
includes extending the actuators to raise the support, the
first upper frame, and the second upper frame to a first
position, arranging a first middle frame below the first
upper frame and a second middle frame below the sec-
ond upper frame, retracting the actuators to lower the
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support, the first upper frame, and the second upper
frame to a second position, and attaching the first upper
frame to the first middle frame and attaching the second
upper frame to the second middle frame.
[0010] US20140262520 discloses a method compris-
ing attaching a first mast section to a support structure
using a first plurality of fasteners located on the support
structure, wherein a lower portion of the support structure
is connected to and located above an opening in the plat-
form comprising a platform floor, and wherein the first
mast section has a line, a hook, and a pulley, with the
line operably coupled to the pulley and connected to a
hoist attached to the platform. The method also compris-
es lowering the hook, using the hoist, in a downward di-
rection away from the pulley and through the opening,
attaching the hook to a second mast section located be-
low the platform floor, raising the hook and the second
mast section, using the hoist, in an upward direction to-
wards the pulley and through the opening, and connect-
ing the first mast section to the second mast section.
Additionally, the method comprises securing the first
mast section and the second mast section with an over-
head support located above the first mast section and
connected to the first mast section, detaching the first
mast section from the support structure, raising the first
mast section and the second mast section away from the
platform floor, using the overhead support, and attaching
the second mast section to the first plurality of fasteners.
[0011] US5216867 and US 4885893 disclose an im-
proved well mast structure and method for building the
well mast structure in the form of multiple, separately
attachable sections including a bottom section, a lower
section, a middle section, a top section and a crown sec-
tion. A bottom section having a generally U-shaped box
frame at its upper end is raised to a vertical position and
a separate crown section is inserted into the open end
of the U-shaped box frame and placed on top of the bot-
tom section. The top, middle and lower sections are then
installed using a similar procedure. Each section is lifted
by a conventional crane until its upper end is pivotally
attached to the lower end of the previously installed sec-
tion. The section is then pivotally lowered to a vertical
position within the bottom section and pivotally raised
and secured to the previously installed section. The in-
stalled sections are then raised in a telescoping manner.

Brief Summary of the Invention

[0012] The following presents a simplified summary of
one or more embodiments of the present disclosure in
order to provide a basic understanding of such embodi-
ments. This summary is not an extensive overview of all
contemplated embodiments, and is intended to neither
identify key or critical elements of all embodiments, nor
delineate the scope of any or all embodiments.
[0013] The present disclosure, in one or more embod-
iments, relates to a method for elevating a drill floor of a
drilling rig. The method may include: (a) using at least

one jacking system, raising the drill floor such that the
dead load of the drilling rig is transferred to the at least
one jacking system; (b) inserting a layer of substructure
boxes beneath the drill floor; (c) using the at least one
jacking system, lowering the drill floor onto the layer of
substructure boxes, such that the dead load of the drilling
rig is transferred from the at least one jacking system to
the layer of substructure boxes; and (d) coupling the layer
of substructure boxes to the drill floor. In some embodi-
ments, the method may include repeating steps (a)
through (d) until a desired drill floor height is reached. In
some embodiments, the jacking system may be a tele-
scoping jacking system.
Further, in some embodiments, the jacking system may
have a skid foot movement mechanism. The skid foot
movement mechanism may allow the drilling rig to be
moved in each of a latitudinal and a longitudinal direction.
In some embodiments, inserting a layer of substructure
boxes may include arranging a substructure box around
a jacking system, such that the jacking system is at least
partially housed within the substructure box. In some em-
bodiments, four jacking systems may be used to raise
and lower the drill floor, and inserting a layer of substruc-
ture boxes may include arranging the layer of substruc-
ture boxes into at least one tower configuration. In some
embodiments, the drill floor may include a first layer of
substructure boxes, and raising the drill floor may include
coupling the jacking system to the first layer of substruc-
ture boxes and raising the drill floor and first layer of sub-
structure boxes a distance off the ground surface. In
some embodiments, the at least one substructure box
may include a first layer of substructure boxes, and the
method may further include: (e) using the at least one
jacking system, raising the drill floor and the first layer of
substructure boxes such that the dead load of the drilling
rig is transferred to the at least one jacking system; (f)
inserting a second layer of substructure boxes beneath
the first layer of substructure boxes, the second layer
comprising at least one substructure box; (g) using the
at least one jacking system, lowering the drill floor and
the first layer of substructure boxes onto the second layer
of substructure boxes, such that the dead load of the
drilling rig is transferred from the at least one jacking sys-
tem to the second layer of substructure boxes; (h) and
coupling the second layer of substructure boxes. Addi-
tionally, the method may include repeating steps (e)
through (h) until a desired drill floor height is reached.
[0014] Additionally, the present disclosure, in one or
more embodiments, relates to a method for elevating a
drill floor of a drilling rig, wherein the drill floor is supported
by at least one substructure column. The method may
include (a) using a jacking system, raising the drill floor
and the substructure column a distance off of the ground
surface; (b) inserting a substructure box beneath the col-
umn, such that the substructure box is arranged about
the jacking system; (c) using the jacking system, lowering
the drill floor and substructure column onto the substruc-
ture box; (d) coupling the substructure box to the column;
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and (e) repeating steps (a) through (d) until a desired drill
floor height is achieved. In some embodiments, the sub-
structure box may be a C-shaped substructure box. Rais-
ing the drill floor may include coupling the jacking system
to the substructure column, and raising the drill floor and
substructure column a distance off of the ground surface.
In some embodiments, the jacking system may be a tel-
escoping jacking system. The jacking system may addi-
tionally or alternatively include a skid foot movement
mechanism. The skid foot movement mechanism may
allow the drilling rig to be moved ine ach of a longitudinal
and a latitudinal direction.
[0015] Additionally, the present disclosure, in one or
more embodiments, relates to a drilling rig with a self-
elevating drill floor. The drilling rig may include a mast,
a drill floor supporting the mast, a substructure compris-
ing one or more columns of substructure boxes, and a
jacking system comprising a telescoping cylinder and a
skid movement mechanism. The jacking system may be
configured to use the telescoping cylinder to raise the
drill floor such that one or more substructure boxes may
be inserted beneath the drill floor, and use the skid move-
ment mechanism to skid the drilling rig in each of a lati-
tudinal and longitudinal directions. In some embodi-
ments, the one or more substructure boxes may be a C-
shaped substructure box. Further, the jacking system
may be configured to raise the drill floor by coupling to
the substructure and raising the drill floor and substruc-
ture a distance off of the ground surface.
[0016] While multiple embodiments are disclosed, still
other embodiments of the present disclosure will become
apparent to those skilled in the art from the following de-
tailed description, which shows and describes illustrative
embodiments of the invention. As will be realized, the
various embodiments of the present disclosure are ca-
pable of modifications in various obvious aspects, all
without departing from the spirit and scope of the present
disclosure. Accordingly, the drawings and detailed de-
scription are to be regarded as illustrative in nature and
not restrictive.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0017] While the specification concludes with claims
particularly pointing out and distinctly claiming the subject
matter that is regarded as forming the various embodi-
ments of the present disclosure, it is believed that the
invention will be better understood from the following de-
scription taken in conjunction with the accompanying Fig-
ures, in which:

FIG. 1 is a side view of a drilling rig, according to one
or more embodiments.
FIG. 2A is a side view of a substructure box with
support bars in a lifting position, according to one or
more embodiments.
FIG. 2B is a top down view of the substructure box
of FIG. 2A.

FIG. 3A is a side view of a substructure box with
support bars in a clearance position, according to
one or more embodiments.
FIG. 3B is a top down view of the substructure box
of FIG. 3A.
FIG. 4A is a left side view of a substructure box ac-
cording to one or more embodiments.
FIG. 4B is front side view of the substructure box of
FIG. 4A, according to one or more embodiments.
FIG. 4C is a right side view of the substructure box
of FIG. 4A, according to one or more embodiments.
FIG. 5 is a side view of a vertical stack of substructure
boxes, according to one or more embodiments.
FIG. 6 is a side view of the vertical stack of substruc-
ture boxes of FIG. 5, with the first, second, and third
layer of boxes coupled together, according to one or
more embodiments.
FIG. 7A is a side view of a support bar and swing
arm in a lifting position, according to one or more
embodiments.
FIG. 7B is a side view of a support bar and swing
arm in a clearance position, according to one or more
embodiments.
FIG. 7C is a side view of a support bar and swing
arm in a coupling position, according to one or more
embodiments.
FIG. 8A is a side view of a jacking system in a lowered
position, according to one or more embodiments.
FIG. 8B is a side view of a jacking system in a raised
position, according to one or more embodiments.
FIG. 9 is a top down view of a jacking system ac-
cording to one or more embodiments.
FIG. 10A is a side view of a jacking system arranged
in a substructure box with support bars in a lifting
position, according to one or more embodiments.
FIG. 10B is a top down view of the jacking system
and substructure box of FIG. 10A.
FIG. 11A is a side view of a jacking system arranged
in a substructure box with support bars in a clearance
position, according to one or more embodiments.
FIG. 11B is a top down view of the jacking system
and substructure box of FIG. 11A.
FIG. 12A is a top down view of a jacking system
arranged in a substructure box with support bars in
a lifting position, according to one or more embodi-
ments.
FIG. 12B is a top down view of a jacking system
arranged in a substructure box with support bars in
a clearance position, according to one or more em-
bodiments.
FIG. 13A is a side view of a vertical stack of two
substructure boxes raised by a jacking system such
that a third substructure box may be positioned be-
neath the stack, according to one or more embodi-
ments.
FIG. 13B is a side view of an opposing side of the
vertical stack of boxes and jacking system of FIG.
13A, according to one or more embodiments.
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FIG. 14 is a side view of a drill floor, a first layer of a
substructure, and a pre-erected mast of a drilling rig,
according to one or more embodiments.
FIG. 15 is a side view of the elements of FIG. 14 with
lifting cylinders extended, according to one or more
embodiments.
FIG. 16 is a side view of the elements of FIG. 15,
with the mast pinned to mast shoes, according to
one or more embodiments.
FIG. 17 is a side view of the elements of FIG. 16,
with the lifting cylinder in a mast-erecting position,
according to one or more embodiments.
FIG. 18 is a side view of the elements of FIG. 17,
with the lifting cylinders extended and the mast in an
erected position, according to one or more embodi-
ments.
FIG. 19 is a side view of the elements of FIG. 18,
with the lifting cylinders detached, according to one
or more embodiments.
FIG. 20A is a side view of jacking systems and a first
layer of substructure boxes, according to one or
more embodiments.
FIG. 20B is a side view of the elements of FIG. 20A,
with the jacking systems positioned within the sub-
structure boxes, according to one or more embodi-
ments.
FIG. 20C is a side view of the elements of FIG. 20B,
with the jacking systems coupled to the support bars,
according to one or more embodiments.
FIG. 20D is a side view of the elements of FIG. 20C,
with the jacking systems extended, according to one
or more embodiments.
FIG. 20E is a side view of the elements of 20D, with
an added second layer of substructure boxes, ac-
cording to one or more embodiments.
FIG. 20F is a side view of the elements of FIG. 20E,
with the first layer of substructure boxes positioned
on the second layer of substructure boxes, according
to one or more embodiments.
FIG. 21 is a side view of the drilling rig of FIG. 19,
with the jacking systems extended, according to one
or more embodiments.
FIG. 22 is a side view of the drilling rig of FIG. 21,
with an added second layer of substructure boxes,
according to one or more embodiments.
FIG. 23 is a side view of the drilling rig of FIG. 22
with the jacking systems lowered, according to one
or more embodiments.
FIG. 24A is a side view of jacking systems and a first
layer and second layers of substructure boxes, ac-
cording to one or more embodiments.
FIG. 24B is a side view of the elements of FIG. 24A,
with the support bars of the second layer in a lifting
position, according to one or more embodiments.
FIG. 24C is a side view of the elements of FIG. 24B,
with the jacking systems extended, according to one
or more embodiments.
FIG. 24D is a side view of the elements of FIG. 24C,

with an added third layer of substructure boxes, ac-
cording to one or more embodiments.
FIG. 24E is a side view of the elements of FIG. 24D,
with the second layer of substructure boxes posi-
tioned on the third layer of substructure boxes, ac-
cording to one or more embodiments.
FIG. 25 is a side view of the drilling rig of FIG. 23,
with the jacking systems extended, according to one
or more embodiments.
FIG. 26 is a side view of the drilling rig of FIG. 25,
with an added third layer of substructure boxes, ac-
cording to one or more embodiments.
FIG. 27 is a side view of the drilling rig of FIG. 26,
with the jacking systems lowered, according to one
or more embodiments.
FIG. 28A is a side view of jacking systems and a first
layer, second layer, and third layer of substructure
boxes, according to one or more embodiments.
FIG. 28B is a side view of the elements of FIG. 28A,
with the support bars of the third layer in a lifting
position, according to one or more embodiments.
FIG. 28C is a side view of the elements of FIG. 28B,
with the jacking systems extended, according to one
or more embodiments.
FIG. 28D is a side view of the elements of FIG. 28C,
with an added fourth layer of substructure boxes,
according to one or more embodiments.
FIG. 28E is a side view of the elements of FIG. 28D,
with the third layer of the substructure boxes posi-
tioned on the fourth layer of substructure boxes, ac-
cording to one or more embodiments.
FIG. 29 is a side view of a jacking system and a first
layer, second layer, third layer, and fourth layer of
substructure boxes, according to one or more em-
bodiments.
FIG. 30 is a side view of the elements of FIG. 29 with
the first second and third layers of substructure box-
es coupled together, according to one or more em-
bodiments.
FIG. 31 is a side view of the drilling rig of FIG. 27,
with the jacking systems extended, according to one
or more embodiments.
FIG. 32 is a side view of the drilling rig of FIG. 31,
with an added fourth layer of substructure boxes,
according to one or more embodiments.
FIGS. 33A-Q each illustrate the steps of FIGS. 20A-
F, 24A-E, and 28A-E respectively.
FIG. 34 is a side view of first, second, third, and fourth
layers of substructure boxes with jacking systems
secured to the fourth layer of substructure boxes,
according to one or more embodiments.
FIG. 35A is a side view of a vertical stack of sub-
structure boxes, according to one or more embodi-
ments.
FIG. 35B is an opposing side view of the vertical
stack of substructure boxes of FIG 35A, according
to one or more embodiments.
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Detailed Description

[0018] The present disclosure, in one or more embod-
iments, relates to a drilling rig with a self-elevating drill
floor. The drilling rig may have one or more jacking sys-
tems that may operate to raise the drill floor. The one or
more jacking systems may raise the drill floor to a height
sufficient to accommodate a substructure such as a sub-
structure box. A substructure box may be placed, and
the one or more jacking systems may lower the drill floor
onto the substructure box. Substructure boxes may be
placed beneath the drill floor, using the one or more jack-
ing systems, until a desired drill floor height is reached.
[0019] A self-elevating drill floor of the present disclo-
sure may allow a drilling rig to be erected or partially
erected at a drilling site, for example, using relatively low
capacity trucks, bull dozers, cranes, such as rubber tire
cranes, and/or other relatively low capacity vehicles. In
this way, the use of high lift cranes to erect the drilling
rig, or at least a portion of the drilling rig, may be avoided.
In some embodiments, the one or more jacking systems
may additionally operate to move the drilling rig, for ex-
ample between adjacent wells on a pad drilling site. The
jacking systems may operate the move the drilling rig
using walking feet or another movement mechanism.
This may allow the drilling rig to be moved, such as be-
tween adjacent wells on a pad drilling site, without the
need for disassembly of the rig between wells.
[0020] A drilling rig 100 with a mast 110, a drill floor
120, and a substructure 130 is shown in FIG. 1. The mast
110 and drill floor 120 may be supported, at least in part,
by the substructure 130. The substructure 130 may have
one or more substructure boxes 140. Substructure boxes
140 may be vertically stacked on one another, as shown
in FIG. 1. The substructure boxes 140 may be arranged
so as to distribute the weight of the rig 100. For example,
the rig 100 may be supported by a vertical stack of sub-
structure boxes 140 at each corner of the drill floor 120.
In other embodiments, more or fewer stacks of substruc-
ture boxes 140 at different locations may support the drill-
ing rig 100. The drilling rig 100 may have one or more
jacking systems 150. For example, a jacking system 150
may be housed within each vertical stack of substructure
boxes 140. Each jacking system 150 may operate to raise
the drilling rig 100 vertically, and in some cases off of the
ground. The jacking systems 150 may be used to raise
the rig 100 so as to add a substructure box 140 to each
vertical stack, or to remove a substructure box from each
stack. Additionally or alternatively, the jacking systems
150 may operate as walking feet to facilitate horizontal
movement of the rig 100 along the ground surface.
[0021] Each substructure box 140 may have generally
any suitable size and shape. In some embodiments, a
substructure box 140 may have a rectangular shape, as
shown in FIGS. 2-3. In some embodiments, the substruc-
ture box 140 may have a height, depth, and width of ap-
proximately 6 feet. In other embodiments, a substructure
box 140 may have any suitable height, depth, and width,

or other dimensions. In some embodiments, substructure
boxes 140 of differing shapes and/or sizes may be used.
A substructure box 140 is shown from a side view in FIGS.
2A and 3A. Each substructure box 140 may include a
plurality of horizontal 142, vertical 144, and cross 146
members. For example, in some embodiments, a sub-
structure box 140 may have four upper horizontal mem-
bers 142u defining a face, such as an upper face of the
box, and four lower horizontal members 142< defining
an opposing face, such as a lower face of the box. From
the side views of FIGS. 2A and 3A, one horizontal mem-
ber 142 at each of the upper and lower faces is shown.
Upper and lower horizontal members may have wide
flange shapes, as shown in FIGS. 2A and 3A, tube
shapes, angle shapes, channel shapes, or any other
structural steel shape or design. A substructure box 140
may additionally, in some embodiments, have a plurality
of vertical members 144 between the upper and lower
faces defined by the horizontal members 142. For exam-
ple, a substructure box 140 may have a vertical member
144 connecting each of four opposing corners of the up-
per and lower faces. From the side views of FIGS. 2A
and 3A, two such vertical members 144 are shown. Ver-
tical members may have wide flange shapes, tube
shapes, angle shapes, channel shapes, or any other
structural steel shape or design. Additionally, in some
embodiments, a substructure box 140 may have at least
two cross members 146 on one or more faces of the
rectangular box. From the side views of FIGS. 2A and
3A, two cross members are shown. Cross members may
have wide flange shapes, tube shapes, angle shapes,
channel shapes, or any other structural steel shape or
design. The horizontal 142, vertical 144, and cross 146
members may generally define a hollow space within the
substructure box 140. In other embodiments, a substruc-
ture box 140 may have any suitable number of horizontal
142, vertical 144, and cross 146 members.
[0022] A substructure box 140, including horizontal
142, vertical 144, and cross 146 members, may be com-
posed of any suitable material. In some embodiments, a
substructure box may be composed of steel, aluminum,
or any suitable metal or metal composite. In other em-
bodiments, a substructure box 140 may be composed of
wood, plastic, concrete, or any other suitable material.
In some embodiments, some of the horizontal 142, ver-
tical 144, and/or cross 146 members may be composed
of a different material than other members. In some em-
bodiments, a substructure box 140 may have panels or
siding on one or more sides of the box. For example, a
rectangular substructure box 140 having four vertical
sides and two horizontal sides may have panels or siding
on three vertical sides, thus partially enclosing the box.
In other embodiments, a substructure box 140 may have
a more open box design, such that the box is defined by
members 142, 144, 146 with little or no siding or other
substantial structural elements. In some embodiments,
a substructure box 140 may have forklift pockets or other
means to facilitate lifting or moving the box.
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[0023] In some embodiments, a substructure box may
have at least one face with limited cross members and
limited upper and lower horizontal members or siding.
For example, as seen from the top views of FIGS. 2B
and 3B, at least one side of the substructure box 140
may have a gap in an upper horizontal member 142u.
That is, the top of at least one vertical side face may be
defined by an upper horizontal member 142u having first
and second portions separated by a gap. Each portion
of the upper horizontal member 142u may extend from
a perpendicular upper horizontal member on a connect-
ing side face to an intermediate member 164 in some
embodiments. FIGS. 4A, 4B, and 4C illustrate the sub-
structure box 140 from three different side views, respec-
tively. While FIGS. 4B and 4C illustrate first and second
vertical faces having horizontal 142, vertical 144, and
cross members 146, FIG 4A shows a third vertical side
face without cross members or a lower horizontal mem-
ber 142u. In this way, it may be appreciated that the sub-
structure box 140 may have a squared C-shape defined
by the horizontal 142 and cross 146 members of three
vertical side faces and an open fourth vertical side face.
[0024] As shown in FIG. 2A, a substructure box 140
may have one or more support bars 160 coupled to the
substructure box. A support bar 160 may be generally
configured for providing a support or a lift point for en-
gagement by a jacking system 150 to raise or lower the
box 140. A support bar 160 may be positioned at or near
one surface of the substructure box 140, such as the
upper end defined by the four upper horizontal members
142u, in some embodiments. As shown in FIG. 2B, a
support bar 160 may be positioned generally parallel to
two upper horizontal members 142u and perpendicular
to two upper horizontal members. A support bar 160 may
have any suitable length. In some embodiments, a sup-
port bar 160 may span the depth or width of the substruc-
ture box 140, connecting to the box at each of two hori-
zontal members 142, for example. In other embodiments,
a support bar 160 may span less than the full depth or
width of the substructure box 140, as shown in FIG. 2B.
A support bar 160 may have any suitable cross sectional
shape. For example, in some embodiments, a support
bar 160 may have a round, rectangular, or other cross
sectional shape. Further, a support bar 160 may have
any suitable cross sectional size. Generally, the size and
shape of the cross section of the support bar 160 may
be configured to operate in conjunction with a jacking
system 150, as discussed more fully below, where the
support bar is shaped for seating within a saddle of the
jacking system. A support bar 160 may be a steel, alu-
minum, wood, plastic, or other material bar.
[0025] Where a support bar 160 spans less than the
full width or depth of the substructure box 140, the support
bar may be coupled to a horizontal member 142 at or
near one end of the bar, and to an intermediate member
164 at or near an opposing end of the bar. An intermediate
member 164 may be a cantilevered member extending
from a horizontal member 142 within the substructure

box 140. In some embodiments, an intermediate member
164 may have one or more gussets or brackets config-
ured to stiffen the member against upward rotation. An
intermediate member 164 may have generally any suit-
able size and cross sectional shape. Further, an inter-
mediate member 164 may be a steel, aluminum, wood,
plastic, or other material member. In other embodiments,
a support bar 160 may connect at or near both ends to
intermediate members 164. In still other embodiments,
a support bar 160 may connect to the substructure box
140 at other locations along the bar and to various points
of the box. A substructure box 140 may have any suitable
number of support bars 160. In some embodiments, a
substructure box 140 may have four support bars 160,
as shown in FIGS. 2B and 3B.
[0026] A support bar 160 may connect to the substruc-
ture box 140 using one or more hinged connections 162.
For example, a support bar 160 may have a hinged con-
nection 162 at or near each end of the support bar, con-
necting the support bar to the box. For example, as shown
in FIG. 2B, each support bar 160 may connect to a hor-
izontal member 142 with a first hinged connection 162
and an intermediate member 164 with a second hinged
connection. The hinged connections 162 may use any
suitable hinge mechanism. In other embodiments, one
or more support bars 160 may couple to the substructure
box 140 using a fixed connection or any other type of
connection or coupling mechanism. In some embodi-
ments, a hinged connection 162 may include a swing
arm 161 and a stopping element 163.
[0027] In some embodiments, a support bar 160 may
couple to the hinged connection 162 via a swing arm 161.
A swing arm 161 may be a connector extending from the
hinged connection 162 and configured to rotate with the
support bar 160 and position the support bar a distance
away from the hinge. The swing arm 161 may generally
be positioned perpendicular to the support bar 160. As
with the support bar 160, a swing arm 161 may have a
lifting position, as shown in FIG. 2A, and a clearance
position, as shown in FIG. 2B. In the clearance position,
a swing arm 161 may generally be positioned adjacent
to a face, such as an upper face of the substructure box.
The swing arm 161 may be configured to rotate down-
ward into a lifting position. The swing arm 161 may gen-
erally have any suitable size and shape configured to
position the support bar 160. The swing arm 161 may be
constructed of steel, aluminum, wood, plastic, or any suit-
able material.
[0028] A stopping element 163 may be configured to
provide a stopping point for the hinged mechanism 162.
For example, in some embodiments, the stopping ele-
ment 163 may stop the swinging action of the hinged
mechanism 162 such that swing arm 161 and support
bar 160 are positioned in the lifting position. That is, the
stopping element 163 may prevent the swing arm 161
and support bar 160 from swinging further inward than
the lifting position. The stopping element 163 may be a
stationary element extending from a member of the sub-
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structure box 140, such as an upper horizontal member
142u, as shown in FIGS. 2A and 3A. In some embodi-
ments, a stopping element 163 may be configured to op-
erate in conjunction with an secondary stopping element
163a. For example, the secondary stopping element
163a may be positioned on or near the support bar 160
and/or swing arm 161, as shown in FIG. 3A, such that
the element may rotate with the swing arm and support
bar. The secondary stopping element 163a may be con-
figured to couple to, fit within, receive, join with, or gen-
erally be positioned adjacent to the stopping element
163. In this way, as the support bar 160 and swing arm
161 swing downward on the hinged mechanism 162 into
the lifting position, the stopping element 163 and sec-
ondary stopping element 163a may connect to prevent
the support bar and swing arm from rotating further in-
ward.
[0029] The hinges 162 may be configured such that
the support bars 160 may move radially upward and out-
ward, away from the center of the substructure box 140.
The hinges 162 may be configured to move the support
bars 160 approximately 90 degrees from a lifting position
to a clearance position. FIGS. 2A and 2B illustrate the
support bars 160 in a lifting position, according to some
embodiments, while FIGS. 3A and 3B illustrate the sup-
port bars in a clearance position, according to some em-
bodiments.
[0030] As described more fully below, support bars 160
may be configured for providing a lift point for engage-
ment by a jacking system 150 to raise and lower the sub-
structure box 140. It may be appreciated that providing
two aligned support bars 160, each configured between
a horizontal member 142 and an intermediate member
164, rather than a continuous support bar spanning be-
tween the horizontal members 142 may distribute the
lifting load of the box 140 members of all four side faces
of the box.
[0031] Each support bar 160 may be configured to ro-
tate from a lifting position, as shown in FIGS. 2A and 2B
to a clearance position, as shown in FIGS. 3A and 3B.
As shown, the support bars 160 may be positioned gen-
erally perpendicular to two upper horizontal members
142u of the substructure box 140, and generally parallel
to two upper horizontal members of the substructure box.
It may be appreciated the support bars 160 may thus
each be perpendicular to two lower horizontal members
142< and parallel to two lower horizontal members. In
the lifting position, the support bars 160 may each be
positioned a distance (d) away from a closest, parallel
upper horizontal member 142u. In some embodiments,
distance (d) may generally be the distance between a
hinged connection 152 of the bar and a closest, parallel
upper horizontal member 142u. In the lifting position, the
hinged connections 162 may position each support bar
160 vertically lower than the upper horizontal members
142u, as shown in FIG. 2A. In the lifting position, the
support bars 160 may be positioned below the upper hor-
izontal members 142u with enough clearance such that

the jacking system 150 may suitably couple to the bars.
To move to a clearance position, the support bars 160
may swing upward and outward from the lifting position,
each bar moving toward its closest, parallel upper hori-
zontal member 142u. As shown in FIGS. 3A and 3B, each
support bar 160 may be positioned adjacent to its closest,
parallel upper horizontal member 142u in the clearance
position. The hinged mechanisms 162 and swing arms
161 may move the support bars 160 automatically or
manually between the lifting and clearance positions. In
some embodiments, for example, the hinged mecha-
nisms 162, swing arms 161, and/or support bars 160 may
be hydraulically actuated and/or locked into position. It
may be appreciated that in other embodiments, the sup-
port bars 160 may be fixed in a lifting position, clearance
position, or other configuration.
[0032] In some embodiments, a support bar 160,
hinged mechanism 162, and swing arm 161 may addi-
tionally or alternatively be configured to couple stacked
substructure boxes 140 together. For example, FIG. 5
illustrates a vertical stacks of substructure boxes 140
housing a lifting cylinder 150. The first substructure box
140a of the stack is shown with fixed support bars 160.
The second 140b and third 140c substructure boxes are
shown with support bars 160 in a clearance position. The
fourth substructure box 140d is shown with support bars
160 in a lifting position. As shown, some substructure
boxes 140 may have a coupling saddle 170 affixed to a
coupling support 172 near a surface or face of the sub-
structure box, such as a lower face defined by lower hor-
izontal members 142<. The coupling support 172 may
extend from a lower horizontal member 142< in some
embodiments. In other embodiments, the coupling sup-
port 172 may extend from an intermediate member or
other element coupled to or near the lower face of the
box 140. The coupling support 172 may extend perpen-
dicular to the lower horizontal members 142<. The cou-
pling support 172 may have a coupling saddle 170. The
coupling saddle 170 may be configured to couple to an
object such as a support bar 160 of a substructure box
140. That is, each saddle 170 may generally be config-
ured to receive a support bar 160, such that the support
bar may be positioned within the saddle. In some em-
bodiments, the saddle 170 may have a circular or semi-
circular shape for receiving the support bar 160. In other
embodiments, the saddle 170 may have any suitable
shape. Each saddle 170 may have a cover or clamp 174
in some embodiments. The cover or clamp 172 may be
configured to close over the support bar 160 or other
object in order to secure the support bar to the saddle
170. The cover or clamp 174 may secure or help to secure
a support bar 160 in place within the saddle 170. The
cover or clamp 174 may prevent or mitigate movement
of the support bar 160 within the saddle 170. In some
embodiments, the cover or clamp 174 may be connected
to the saddle 170 via a hinged connection, for example.
The cover or clamp 174 may by controlled manually or
automatically. For example, in some embodiments, the
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covers or clamps 174 may be hydraulically actuated
and/or locked into place. In some embodiments, a sub-
structure box 140 may have four coupling saddles 170
to correspond with four support bars 160 of an adjacent
box. In other embodiments, a substructure box 140 may
have any suitable number of coupling saddles 170.
[0033] With continue reference to FIG. 5, in some em-
bodiments, support bar 160 and swing arm 161 may be
configured to rotate upward and outward past the clear-
ance position via the hinged mechanism 162. That is, the
hinged mechanism 162 may have a range of rotation that
allows the support bar 160 to swing upward into a cou-
pling position, as shown in FIG. 6. The coupling position
may position the support bar 160 above, or partially
above, the upper face of the substructure box 140 defined
by upper horizontal members 142u. In the coupling po-
sition, the support bar 160 may be configured to be po-
sitioned within the coupling saddle 170 of an adjacent
box 140. FIG. 6 illustrates support bars 160 in coupling
positions and arranged within coupling saddles 170. For
example, the support bars 160 of the third substructure
box 140c may swing upward into the coupling position
to couple to the saddles 170 of the second substructure
box 140b. As shown in FIG. 6, the covers or clamps 174
may close to lock the support bars 160 into place within
the saddles 170.
[0034] Turning now to FIGS. 7A, 7B, and 7C, a support
bar 160 and swing arm 161, and hinged mechanism 162
are shown in each of a lifting position, clearance position,
and coupling position, respectively. FIG. 7B additionally
shows a coupling saddle 170, coupling member 172, and
clamp 174 positioned above the support bar 160. As
shown in FIG. 7C, in the coupling position, the coupling
saddle 170 may be engaged by the support bar 160, and
the cover or clamp 174 may close over the support bar
to secure it in place. In this way, an upper box having the
coupling saddle 170 may be coupled to a lower box hav-
ing the support bar 160. In other embodiments, other
coupling mechanisms may be used to join adjacent sub-
structure boxes 140. For example, substructure boxes
140 may be pinned together using lugs and pins in some
embodiments. In other embodiments, adjacent boxes
140 may be clamped together using locks such as Inter-
national Standards Organization (ISO) shipping contain-
er locks.
[0035] A substructure box 140 may be configured to
house a jacking system 150. A jacking system 150 may
be or include a telescoping hydraulic and/or pneumatic
lifting system having cylinders, screw and/or gear mech-
anisms, chain and sprocket mechanisms, cable and pul-
ley/roller mechanisms, and/or other lifting mechanisms.
FIG.8A shows a jacking system 150 in a lowered position,
and FIG. 8B shows a jacking system in a raised position.
As shown in FIGS. 8A and 8B, the jacking system 150
may have a telescoping cylinder 152, a bearing plate
154, a head 155, and one or more saddles 156. The
telescoping cylinder 152 may be configured to automat-
ically lengthen or shorten. The bearing late 154 may be

configured to bear a load, such as the load of the dead
load of the drill rig 100, for example.
[0036] The telescoping cylinder 152 may be a hydrau-
lic, pneumatic, or other extendable cylinder. In some em-
bodiments, for example, the telescoping cylinder 152
may have a series of cylinders that progressively de-
crease in diameter, such that each cylinder may be con-
figured to receive the next cylinder. In other embodi-
ments, the telescoping cylinder 152 may use other mech-
anisms to lengthen and shorten. The telescoping cylinder
152 may generally facilitate raising and lowering of the
head 155. The telescoping cylinder 152 may be com-
prised of steel or other materials. In some embodiments,
the telescoping cylinder 152 may be a relatively large
diameter and low pressure cylinder. In other embodi-
ments, the telescoping cylinder 152 may have any suit-
able diameter and pressure.
[0037] The bearing plate 154 may be a steel or other
plate configured to transfer the weight of the substructure
130 or drill rig 100 to the ground surface, drilling pad, or
other surface. The bearing plate 154 may generally have
any size and shape. The bearing plate 154 may generally
be sized to provide a stable base when the telescoping
cylinder 152 is extended. In some embodiments, the
bearing plate 154 may be sized to facilitate lateral move-
ment of the plate with respect to the telescoping cylinder
152, as described more fully below with respect to the
walking apparatus.
[0038] The head 155 may be positioned on the tele-
scoping cylinder 152 and may be configured with one or
more attachment means, such as saddles 156. The head
155 may generally have any suitable shape configured
to position the saddles 156. The head 155 may generally
raise and lower as a unit coupled to the telescoping cyl-
inder 152. In some embodiments, as shown in FIGS. 8A-
8B, the head 155 may have a collar portion 155a, an
upper portion 155b, one or more angled portions 155c,
and a center portion 155d. The collar portion 155a may
couple the head 155 to the telescoping cylinder 152. The
collar portion 155a may generally have any shape, and
in some embodiments, may be a circular ring shape that
encircles the telescoping cylinder 152 and/or center por-
tion 155d. The collar portion 155a may generally have
any suitable thickness. One or more angled portions 155c
may extend from the collar 155a. In some embodiments,
four angled portions 155c may extend from the collar
portion 155a. In some embodiments, the angled portions
155c may additionally or alternatively couple to or extend
from the center portion 155d. The angled portions 155c
may be configured to support the upper portion 155b.
The angled portions 155c may have any suitable size
and shape. The center portion 155d may generally be an
extension of the telescoping cylinder 152 in some em-
bodiments, and may provide a base for the head 155.
For example, in some embodiments, the center portion
155d may be configured to receive or house the tele-
scoping cylinder 152 when in a lowered position. The
center portion 155d may have a cylindrical shape in some
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embodiments. In other embodiments, the center portion
155d may have any suitable shape. The center portion
may extend to height higher than that of the upper portion
155d, as shown in FIGS. 8A-8B. The upper portion 155b
may hold the saddles 156 or other attachment mecha-
nisms. The upper portion 155b may be rectangular in
some embodiments. For example, the upper portion
155b may have four straight members arranged in a rec-
tangular configuration. In some embodiments, a saddle
156 may be arranged at each corner of the rectangular
upper portion 155b. In other embodiments, the upper por-
tion 155b may be round or have any suitable shape. In
other embodiments, the head 155 may have other
shapes or configurations.
[0039] In some embodiments, the head 155 may gen-
erally have an H-shape configured for operating within a
substructure box 140, for example. Turning to FIGS. 10B
and 11B, top down views of a jacking system 150 ar-
ranged within a substructure box 140 are shown with
support bars 160 in a lifting position and in a clearance
position, respectively. As shown in FIG. 11B, the head
155 may generally have an H-shaped configuration. For
example, the upper portion 155b may have a rectangular
shape. The saddles 156 may extend from each of four
corners of the upper portion 155b, thus creating the H-
shape. As shown in FIG. 11B, such an H-shape config-
uration may allow the jacking system 150 to raise and
lower through the substructure box 140 when the support
bars 160 of the box are in a clearance position, without
disturbing the intermediate members 164, for example.
As shown in FIG. 10B, the H-shape may additionally allow
the jacking system 150 to couple to the support bars 160
without disturbing the intermediate members 164 or other
components. That is, the four saddles 156 extending from
the upper portion 155b may couple to each of the support
bars 160 outside the rectangular frame of the upper por-
tion. In other embodiments, the jacking system 150, head
155, and/or upper portion 155b may have any suitable
shape or configuration.
[0040] With continued reference to FIGS. 8A-8B, the
one or more saddles 156 may be configured to couple
to an object such as a support bar 160 of a substructure
box 140. That is, each saddle 156 may generally be con-
figured to receive a support bar 160, such that the support
bar may be positioned within the saddle. In some em-
bodiments, the saddle 156 may have a circular or semi-
circular shape for receiving the support bar 160. In other
embodiments, the saddle 156 may have any suitable
shape. Each saddle may have a cover or clamp 157 in
some embodiments. The cover or clamp 157 may be
configured to close over the support bar 160 or other
object in order to secure the support bar to the saddle
156. The cover or clamp 157 may secure or help to secure
a support bar 160 in place within the saddle 156. The
cover or clamp 157 may prevent or mitigate movement
of the support bar 160 during raising, lowering, or other
movement of the substructure box 140 by the jacking
system 150. In some embodiments, the cover or clamp

157 may be connected to the saddle 156 via a hinged
connection, for example. The cover or clamp 157 may
by controlled manually or automatically. For example, in
some embodiments, the covers or clamps 157 may be
hydraulically actuated and/or locked into place. In other
embodiments, other coupling mechanisms may be used
to couple a support bar 160 or other object to the jacking
system 150. In some embodiments, a jacking system 150
may have four saddles 156 or other coupling mecha-
nisms. In other embodiments, a jacking system 150 may
have more or fewer saddles 156 or other coupling mech-
anisms.
[0041] In some embodiments, a jacking system 150
may additionally be or include a means for moving the
drilling rig 100. For example, in some embodiments, a
skid foot movement, or walking, apparatus 158 having
one or more bearings may be positioned between and
operatively coupled to each telescoping cylinder 152 and
its respective bearing plate 154 so as to facilitate skid,
or walking, movement of the drilling rig 100. That is, each
bearing plate 154 may additionally operate as a skid foot
for the walking apparatus 158. In this way, the bearing
plate 154 may be wide enough to accommodate lateral
movement along the bearings of the walking apparatus
158. FIG. 9 shows a top down view of a jacking system
150 with skid foot movement apparatus 158. In some
embodiments, the skid foot movement or walking appa-
ratus 158 may facilitate movement of the assembled drill-
ing rig 100 between wellbore locations on a pad drilling
site. A walking apparatus 158 may be configured to op-
erate by way of a hydraulic pump, for example. In some
embodiments, such a hydraulic pump may operate one
or more walking apparatuses 158 on a drilling rig 100.
[0042] The jacking system 150 may be configured to
operate within one or more substructure boxes 140 in
some embodiments. FIGS. 10-11 show side and top
views of a jacking system 150 arranged within a sub-
structure box 140. Each jacking system 150 may gener-
ally be configured to raise the substructure box 140 by
attaching to the support bars 160 and operating the tel-
escoping cylinder 152. As shown in FIG. 10A, the support
bars 160 may generally be configured to be positioned
within the saddles 156 of the jacking system 150. The
jacking system 150 may raise slightly to attach to the
support bars 160. When attached to the support bars
160, the jacking system 150 may operate to raise or lower
on its telescoping cylinder 152 to raise or lower the sub-
structure box 140. FIG. 10B shows a top down view of
the jacking system 150 and substructure box 140 of FIG.
10A. FIGS. 11A-11B illustrate side and top views of the
jacking system 150 within the substructure box 140 with
the support bars 160 in a clearance position. As shown
discussed above, the jacking system 150, including for
example the head 155 of the jacking system, may gen-
erally have an H-shape configured to couple to the sup-
port bars 160 in a lifting position and/or clear the support
bars in a clearance position, while also clearing the in-
termediate members 164, as shown in in FIGS. 10B and
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11B. In some embodiments, a substructure box 140 may
have limited or no cross members 146 or siding on a
face, such as a top face shown in FIG. 11B, in order for
a jacking system 150 to telescope through the box. FIGS.
12A and 12B show more detailed top down views of the
jacking system 150 within a substructure box 140, where-
in the bearing plate 152 and walking apparatus 158 may
be seen.
[0043] It may be appreciated that the squared C-shape
of the substructure box 140 may allow the box to receive
the jacking system 150 such that the box may be slid or
wrapped around the jacking system from the side. FIGS.
13A and 13B illustrate opposing side views of a jacking
system 150 lifting a vertical stack of two substructure
boxes 140 such that a third substructure box may be
placed at the bottom of the vertical stack. FIG. 13A illus-
trates an uppermost substructure box 140 having a
closed box shape, and a second and third lower boxes
having a squared C-shape, as discussed above. That is,
some substructure boxes 140 may at least one vertical
side face with limited cross 146 and horizontal 142 mem-
bers. In this way, the C-shaped substructure box 140
may be positioned around the lifted jacking system 150.
The open vertical side face of the box 140 may accom-
modate the telescoping cylinder 154 and bearing plate
152 such that the box may be positioned about the jacking
system 150 and beneat the vertical stack of boxes. FIG.
13B illustrates an opposing side view of the vertical stack
of boxes 140 lifted by the jacking system 150 such that
a third box may be positioned beneath the stack. The
opposing vertical side face shown in FIG. 13B may have
horizontal members 142 extending between vertical
members 144, and cross members 146 extending be-
tween horizontal members.
[0044] When raising or lowering a substructure box
140, the jacking system 150 may generally exert a push-
ing or pulling force on the substructure bars 160. It may
be appreciated that the hinged mechanisms 162 may be
configured so as to prevent or mitigate the hinging motion
during movement of the jacking system 150. Specifically,
opposing sets of hinged mechanisms 162, swing arms
161, and stopping elements 163 may have opposite di-
rectional configurations. As shown for example in FIGS.
10A and 11A, two opposing hinged mechanisms 162 may
be aligned with one another and may couple to opposing
support bars 160. The two opposing hinged mechanisms
162 may be configured to rotate in opposing directions,
such that for example, one support bar 160 is configured
to rotate from the clearance position to the lifting position
in a clockwise direction, while the opposing support bar
is configured to rotate from the clearance position to the
lifting position in a counterclockwise direction. In this way,
opposing swing arms 161 and stopping elements 163
may likewise rotate in opposing directions. The opposing
rotation directions, combined with the stopping elements
163, may generally prevent or mitigate rotation at the
hinged mechanisms 162 while the substructure box 140
is raised, lowered, or otherwise moved on the jacking

system 150.
[0045] While the support bars 160 are described as
coupled to the substructure boxes 140, and the saddles
156 coupled to the jacking system 150, it may be appre-
ciated that the positioning of the bars and saddles may
be generally reversed. That is, in some embodiments,
one or more support bars 160 may extend from a jacking
system 150. Further, in some embodiments, one or more
saddles 156, optionally having a clamp or cover 157, may
extend from a substructure box 140. The one or more
saddles 156 may open downward, so as to receive a
support bar 160 from below. The one or more saddles
156 may be configured to rotate from a lifting position to
a clearance position, and in some embodiments may
each rotate on a swing arm 161 coupled to a hinged
mechanism 162. In this way, the support bar(s) 160 of
the jacking system 150 may be configured to raise up-
ward and into the saddle(s) 156 when the saddle(s) are
in a lifting position. The clamp or cover(s) 157 may close
around a bottom or lower surface of the support bar(s)
160 to secure the one or more bars in place against the
one or more saddles 156. When the saddle(s) 156 are
in a clearance position, the jacking system 150 and sup-
port bars 160 may operably pass through an upper face
of the substructure box 140.
[0046] Furthermore, where the saddles 156 are posi-
tioned on the substructure boxes 140, a box may also
have coupling bars in some embodiments. For example,
a saddle 156 that extends from a substructure box 140
may be configured to swing upward into a coupling po-
sition. The saddle 156 may be configured to couple to a
coupling bar or other member extending from an adjacent
substructure box.
[0047] Assembly of the drilling rig 100 and substructure
130 will now be described with respect to FIGS. 14-35.
[0048] A drilling rig 100 may generally be transported
to a drilling site, such as a pad drilling site, by one or
more truck/trailer combinations, rail cars, or other modes
of transportation. In this way, the drilling rig 100 may be
transported in separate components that may be assem-
bled at the drilling site. The drill floor 120, for example,
may be delivered to the drilling site in one or more com-
ponents. In some embodiments, the mast 110 may be
transported to a drilling site, separate from the drilling
floor 120 or substructure 130, and assembled on the drill
floor at the drilling site. In some embodiments, the mast
110 may be transported in a horizontal position, as shown
in FIG. 14, and thus may be erected to a vertical position
at the drilling site. Various devices and/or means may be
used to erect the mast 110. In some embodiments, hy-
draulic lifting cylinders 112 may be used to erect the mast
110. For example, while in a horizontal position, the hy-
draulic lifting cylinders 112 may extend, as shown in FIG.
15, to raise the mast 110 onto mast shoes 114 on the
drill floor 120. As shown in FIG. 16, the mast 110 may
be pinned to the mast shoes 114. The hydraulic lifting
cylinders 112 may be positioned so as to erect the mast,
as shown in FIG. 17, and may extend to position the mast
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upright, as shown in FIG. 18. The lifting cylinders 114
may be detached after the mast has been erected, as
shown in FIG. 19. Erection of the mast using hydraulic
lifting cylinders is described more fully in U.S. Patent No.
9,091,126, entitled Mobile Drilling Rig with Telescoping
Substructure Boxes, filed April 16, 2013. In other embod-
iments, other devices or means may be used to erect the
mast 110 or otherwise position the mast for drilling op-
erations.
[0049] In some embodiments, the substructure 130
may be assembled or completed at the drilling site.
Where the substructure 130 includes one or more vertical
stacks of substructure boxes 140, for example, the sub-
structure boxes may be assembled and/or stacked at the
drilling site. In this way, the substructure boxes 140 may
be delivered or otherwise brought to the drilling site sep-
arately on trailers, trucks, or by other means.
[0050] As shown in FIG. 19, the substructure 130 may
have a first layer 140a of substructure boxes. The first
layer 140a of substructure boxes may include one or
more boxes coupled to the drilling floor 120 of the rig 100.
Substructure boxes 140 for the first layer 140a may be
placed at various locations beneath the drilling floor 120.
For example, in some embodiments, one or more boxes
140 may be placed at each corner of a rectangular drilling
floor 120. In other embodiments, substructure boxes 140
may be placed along the full width and/or length of the
drill floor 120. In some embodiments, substructure boxes
140 may be placed in one or more rows beneath the drill
floor 120. For example, a first row of substructure boxes
140 may be placed on a driller side of the drill rig 100,
spanning the width of the drill floor between a setback
side 100a and a drawworks side 100b as shown in FIG.
19. A corresponding row may be placed on an off-driller
side of the rig. In some embodiments, each row of sub-
structure boxes 140 may include a substructure box at
each end of the row and one or more spreader boxes
145 between the two substructure boxes. In other em-
bodiments, substructure boxes 140 may be placed in oth-
er configurations to form a first layer 140a beneath the
drill floor 120.
[0051] In some embodiments, additional layers of sub-
structure boxes 140 may be added to the substructure
130, so as to elevate the drill floor 120. Generally, sub-
structure boxes 140 may be added by raising the drill
floor 120 and first layer 140a using the one or more jack-
ing systems 150. The jacking systems 150 may raise the
drill floor 120 and first layer 140a high enough off the
ground or other surface to accommodate a second layer
of substructure boxes 140. The jacking systems 150 may
be delivered or otherwise brought to the drilling site by
trucks, trailers, or by other means. FIGS. 20A-F illustrate
a process of raising the first layer 140a of substructure
boxes, according to some embodiments.
[0052] FIG. 20A illustrates a side view of a first layer
of substructure boxes 140a and two jacking systems 150
outside of the substructure. While only two jacking sys-
tems 150 are shown in FIGS. 20A-F, it may be appreci-

ated that a jacking system may be used at each corner
of the substructure 130 to raise the drill floor 120 and
substructure. In other embodiments, any number of jack-
ing systems 150 may be used to raise the drill floor 120
and substructure 130. As shown in FIG. 20B, the jacking
systems 150 may be placed within the first layer 140a of
substructure boxes. For example, a jacking system 150
may be placed within a substructure box 140 situated at
each corner of the first layer 140a. In some embodiments,
the support bars 160 of the substructure boxes 140 within
the first layer 140a may have fixed connections to the
boxes, as shown in FIG. 20. In other embodiments, the
support bars 160 may have a hinged connection 162 or
other movable connection, such that the support bars
may be lowered to the lifting position to couple with the
jacking system 150. As shown in FIG. 20C, each jacking
system 150 may be raised a distance within the first layer
140a so as to connect with the one or more support bars
160 within the substructure boxes 140. In some embod-
iments, each jacking system 150 may couple to the one
or more support bars 160 within a box 140 by positioning
each support bar within a saddle 156 of the jacking sys-
tem and securing the bar in place with clamp 157. In other
embodiments, the jacking systems 150 may couple to
the support bars 160, or may generally couple to the sub-
structure boxes 140, using other coupling mechanisms.
[0053] As shown in FIG. 20D, the jacking systems 150
may raise further on their telescoping cylinders 152 to
elevate the drill floor 120 and first layer 140a off of the
ground surface, drilling pad, or other surface. In this way,
the dead load of the drill rig 100 may be transferred from
substructure boxes 140 onto the jacking systems 150.
Particularly, the dead load of the drill rig 100 may be
transferred to the bearing plates 154 of the jacking sys-
tems 150. The jacking systems 150 may elevate the first
layer 140a high enough to place additional substructure
boxes 140 beneath the first layer. The first layer 140a
may be elevated such that a lower surface of the first
layer is positioned a distance above the ground or other
surface that is higher than the height of the substructure
boxes 140 to be placed beneath the first layer. For ex-
ample, where the substructure boxes 140 to be added
beneath the first layer 140a are six feet in height, the
jacking systems 150 may raise the first layer such that
the bottom surface is more than six feet off of the ground
surface, drilling pad, or other surface, so as to accom-
modate the additional boxes. In some embodiments, the
jacking systems 150 may raise the first layer 140a to a
height of six feet, six inches off the ground surface, drilling
pad, or other surface.
[0054] As shown in FIG. 20E, one or more substructure
boxes 140 may be inserted beneath the first layer 140a,
so as to form a second layer 140b of substructure boxes.
The substructure boxes 140 may be positioned using a
forklift, rubber tire crane, bulldozer, or other means. In
some embodiments, a substructure box 140 may be
placed at each corner of the substructure 130, such that
a box is positioned at or about each jacking system 150
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in some embodiments. That is, in some embodiments,
each box of the second layer 140b may be slide beneath
the first layer 140a, such that each box of the second
layer is positioned around or generally surrounding the
raised telescoping cylinder 152 a jacking system 150. As
described previously, the substructure boxes 140 may
have a gap in the horizontal 142, vertical 144, and cross
members 146 and/or any siding, and/or may have a gen-
erally squared C-shape, in order to accommodate the
box being slid around a telescoping cylinder 152. As
shown in FIG. 20F, the jacking systems 150 may lower
the first layer 140a onto the second layer 140b of boxes.
In some embodiments, the first layer 140a and second
layer 140b of boxes may be coupled together. For exam-
ple, as described above, the support bars 160 may rotate
upward into a coupling position and couple to coupling
saddles in order to couple the layers of boxes together
in some embodiments. In other embodiments, one or
more shear pins may couple each substructure box 140
of the second layer 140b to one or more boxes of the first
layer 140a. In other embodiments, the first 140a and sec-
ond 140b layers may be coupled using any suitable
mechanism, such as but not limited to clamps or hydrau-
lically actuated pins.
[0055] FIG. 21 shows the first layer 140a, drill floor 120,
and mast 110 elevated by the jacking systems 150, such
that the dead load of the drill rig 100 is sustained by the
bearing plates 154 of the jacking systems. As described,
with respect to FIG. 20, the rig 100 may be elevated high
enough to accommodate additional substructure boxes
140 being slid beneath the first layer 140a. FIG. 22 illus-
trates substructure boxes 140 positioned around each
jacking system 150 to form a second layer 140b. As
shown in FIG. 23, after the second layer 140b has been
positioned within the substructure 130 and secured to
the first layer 140a by coupling saddles, shear pins, or
other mechanisms, the jacking systems 150 may release
the support bars 160 and return to their lowered position.
In this way, the dead load of the rig 100 may be trans-
ferred off of the bearing plates 154 and onto the first 140a
and second 140b layers of the substructure. Support bars
160 within the first layer 140a of substructure boxes may
move to a clearance position, in some embodiments,
when no longer engaged with the jacking systems 150.
It may be appreciated that the procedure just described
for adding a layer of substructure boxes 140 to the sub-
structure 130 may generally be repeated until the drill
floor 120 reaches a desired height above the ground sur-
face, drilling pad, or other surface.
[0056] Turning now to FIGS. 24A-E, a third layer of
substructure boxes 140 may be added to the substruc-
ture 130 in some embodiments. As shown in FIG. 24A,
support bars 160 within substructure boxes 140 of the
second layer 140b may be in a clearance position. Before
raising the substructure 130, the support bars 160 may
be lowered to a lifting position, as shown in FIG. 24B.
The support bars 160 may be lowered using hinged con-
nections 162, as discussed above, in some embodi-

ments. In other embodiments, the support bars 160 may
initially be in a lowered position or may be fixed in a low-
ered position. The jacking systems 150 may be coupled
to the support bars 160 via the saddles 156 in some em-
bodiments. In some embodiments, the jacking systems
150 may be raised slightly in order to connect with the
support bars 160. As shown in FIG. 24C, the jacking sys-
tems 150 may transfer the dead load of the rig 100 from
the substructure 130 onto the bearing plates 154 by ex-
tending the hydraulic cylinders 152 to elevate the rig. The
additional substructure boxes 140 may be slid beneath
the second layer 140b to form a third layer 140c of boxes.
Each substructure box 140 of the third layer 140c may
be positioned around or generally at a jacking system
150 in some embodiments, as shown in FIG. 24D. In
some embodiments, a box 140 may be positioned be-
neath each box of the second layer 140b, creating vertical
stacks of boxes. As shown in FIG. 24E, the jacking cyl-
inders 150 may be lowered, such that the second layer
140b is positioned on top of the third layer 140c. The third
layer 140c may be coupled to the second layer 140b via
coupling saddles, shear pins, or other coupling mecha-
nisms. The jacking systems 150 may release the support
bars 160 or otherwise disconnect from the second layer
140b and may lower toward the ground surface, drilling
pad, or other surface. Thus, the dead load of the rig 100
may be transferred from the jacking systems 150 to the
substructure 130.
[0057] FIG. 25 shows the first layer 140a, second layer
140b, drill floor 120, and mast 110 elevated by the jacking
systems 150, such that the dead load of the drill rig 100
is sustained by the bearing plates 154 of the jacking sys-
tems. As described, with respect to FIG. 24, the rig 100
may be elevated high enough to accommodate additional
substructure boxes 140 being slid beneath the second
layer 140b. FIG. 26 illustrates substructure boxes 140
positioned around each jacking system 150 to form a
third layer 140c. In some embodiments, one or more
spreader boxes 145 may be positioned as part of the
third layer 140c. For example, a spreader box 145 may
be placed on each side of the substructure 130, each
spreader box positioned between two corner substruc-
ture boxes 140 of the third layer 140c. In other embodi-
ments, one or more spreader boxes 145 may be posi-
tioned at any suitable location within the substructure,
include at any substructure level. A spreader box 145
may provide for storage space or work space below the
drill floor 120. In some embodiments, access may be
provided for reaching one or more spreader boxes 145
beneath the drill floor 120.
[0058] As shown in FIG. 27, after the third layer 140c
has been positioned within the substructure 130 and se-
cured to the second layer 140b by shear pins or other
mechanisms, the jacking systems 150 may release the
support bars 160 and return to their lowered position. In
this way, the dead load of the rig 100 may be transferred
off of the bearing plates 154 and onto the first 140a, sec-
ond 140b, and third 140c layers of the substructure. Sup-
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port bars 160 within the second layer 140b of substruc-
ture boxes may move to a clearance position, in some
embodiments, when no longer engaged with the jacking
systems 150.
[0059] Turning now to FIGS. 28A-E, a fourth layer of
substructure boxes 140 may be added to the substruc-
ture 130 in some embodiments. As shown in FIG. 28A,
support bars 160 within substructure boxes 140 of the
third layer 140c may be in a clearance position. Before
raising the substructure 130, the support bars 160 may
be lowered to a lifting position, as shown in FIG. 28B.
The support bars 160 may be lowered using hinged con-
nections 162, as discussed above, in some embodi-
ments. In other embodiments, the support bars 160 may
initially be in a lowered position or may be fixed in a low-
ered position. The jacking systems 150 may be coupled
to the support bars 160 via the saddles 156 in some em-
bodiments. In some embodiments, the jacking systems
150 may be raised slightly in order to connect with the
support bars 160. As shown in FIG. 28C, the jacking sys-
tems 150 may transfer the dead load of the rig 100 from
the substructure 130 onto the bearing plates 154 by ex-
tending the hydraulic cylinders 152 to elevate the rig. The
additional substructure boxes 140 may be slid beneath
the third layer 140c to form a fourth layer 140d of boxes.
Each substructure box 140 of the fourth layer 140d may
be positioned around or generally at a jacking system
150 in some embodiments, as shown in FIG. 28D. In
some embodiments, a box 140 may be positioned be-
neath each box of the third layer 140c, creating vertical
stacks of boxes. As shown in FIG. 28E, the jacking cyl-
inders 150 may be lowered, such that the third layer 140c
is positioned on top of the fourth layer 140d. The fourth
layer 140d may be coupled to the third layer 140c via
coupling saddles, shear pins, or other coupling mecha-
nisms. The jacking systems 150 may release the support
bars 160 or otherwise disconnect from the third layer
140c and may lower toward the ground surface, drilling
pad, or other surface. Thus, the dead load of the rig 100
may be transferred from the jacking systems 150 to the
substructure 130.
[0060] As discussed above, in some embodiments,
support bars 160 may be configured to rotate upward
into a coupling position. FIG. 29 illustreates a substruc-
ture 130 having a first 140a, second 140b, third 140c,
and fourth 140d layer of substructure boxes, wherein
each of the first, second, and third layer of boxes has a
coupling saddle 170. As shown in FIG. 30, the coupling
saddles 170 and support bars 160 may be used to couple
each layer of boxes 140 together. In each of FIGS. 29
and 30, the fourth layer of boxes 140d has support bars
160 in a lifting position and coupled to jacking systems
150. In some embodiments, the support bars 160 of the
fourth level of boxes 140d may be released from the jack-
ing systems 150 and may be rotated upward into the
coupling position so as to engage with the coupling sad-
dles 170 of the third layer of boxes 140c, thereby coupling
the third and fourth layers together.

[0061] FIG. 31 shows the first layer 140a, second layer
140b, third layer 140c, drill floor 120, and mast 110 ele-
vated by the jacking systems 150, such that the dead
load of the drill rig 100 is sustained by the bearing plates
154 of the jacking systems. As described, with respect
to FIG. 28, the rig 100 may be elevated high enough to
accommodate additional substructure boxes 140 being
slid beneath the third layer 140c. FIG. 32 illustrates sub-
structure boxes 140 positioned around each jacking sys-
tem 150 to form a fourth layer 140d. After the fourth layer
140d has been positioned within the substructure 130
and secured to the third layer 140c by coupling saddles,
shear pins, or other mechanisms, the jacking systems
150 may release the support bars 160 and return to their
lowered position. In this way, the dead load of the rig 100
may be transferred off of the bearing plates 154 and onto
the first 140a, second 140b, third 140c, and fourth 140d
layers of the substructure. Support bars 160 within the
third layer 140c of substructure boxes may move to a
clearance position, in some embodiments, when no long-
er engaged with the jacking systems 150.
[0062] FIGS 33A-Q illustrate the steps of raising the
drill rig 100 to add a second layer 140b, third layer 140c,
and fourth layer 140d to the substructure 130, as dis-
cussed above with respect to FIGS. 20-32. It may be
appreciated that more or fewer layers of substructure
boxes 140 may be added to the substructure 130. Gen-
erally, the substructure 130 may have enough layers or
may generally be elevated to a height to accommodate
blow out preventers, Christmas tree assemblies, or other
components of the drilling operation. In some embodi-
ments, substructure boxes 140 may be added to bring
the drill floor height to between 10 and 100 feet above
the ground surface. In particular embodiments, substruc-
ture boxes 140 may be added to bring the drill floor height
to between 20 and 50 feet above the ground surface. In
more particular embodiments, substructure boxes 140
may be added to bring the drill floor height to between
20 and 30 feet above the ground surface. For example,
in at least one embodiment, substructure boxes 140 may
be added to the substructure 130 to bring the drill floor
height to 28 feet above the ground surface. The number
of boxes 140 or layers of boxes needed to elevate the
drill floor to a desired height above the ground surface
may depend in part on the height of the boxes.
[0063] Turning now to FIG. 34, a side view of the sub-
structure 130 with four layers of substructure boxes 140
is shown. FIGS. 35A and 35B show opposing side views
of one of the vertical stacks of substructure boxes 140
of FIG. 34. As shown in FIG. 35A, boxes 140 of the sec-
ond 140b, third 140c, and fourth 140d layers may have
less bracing, such as fewer cross members 146 and hor-
izontal members 142 on at least one side, so as to ac-
commodate the boxes being positioned around the jack-
ing systems 150. As discussed above, the boxes 140
may have a generally squared C-shape so as to accom-
modate being placed around the jacking systems 150.
[0064] In some embodiments, the drilling rig 100 with
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assembled substructure 130 may be generally mobile.
For example, the drilling rig 100 may be movable between
wellbores on a pad drilling site. The drilling rig 100 may
use various movement mechanisms, such as walking
feet or a skid movement apparatus, tires such as rubber
tires, rails, or other movement mechanisms. Generally,
any suitable movement mechanism may be used. In
some embodiments, the drilling rig 100 may be movable
using walking feet. The walking feet may be separate
components coupled to the substructure 130 in some
embodiments. In other embodiments, the jacking sys-
tems 150 may each have a walking or skid foot movement
apparatus 158. The movement of the skid foot movement
apparatus 158 may generally involve raising the drilling
rig 100 a distance off of the ground or other surface using
the telescoping cylinder 152, followed by a skidding step,
so as to move the drilling rig 100 a distance laterally or
longitudinally. The movement of the rig 100 on the walk-
ing feet is described more fully in U.S. Patent No.
9,091,126, entitled Mobile Drilling Rig with Telescoping
Substructure Boxes, filed April 16, 2013. It may be ap-
preciated that the vertical stack configuration of the sub-
structure boxes 140 may allow the drilling rig 100 to be
moved, using the skid foot movement apparatuses 158
latitudinally and/or longitudinally, allowing more freedom
of movement.
[0065] In some embodiments, the jacking systems 150
may be clamped or otherwise securely coupled to the
substructure 130 prior to initiating the skid foot movement
apparatus 158. As shown in FIG. 34, for example, the
jacking systems 150 may couple to the fourth layer 140d,
or otherwise bottom layer, of substructure boxes 140 via
the saddles 156 or other attachment mechanism. In some
embodiments, the covers or clamps 157 may close over
the support bars 160 in order to secure the support bars
to the jacking systems 150 during lateral or longitudinal
movement. In other embodiments, the jacking systems
150 may secure to the substructure 130 using other
mechanisms for lateral or longitudinal skidding move-
ment.
[0066] A drilling rig of the present disclosure may gen-
erally be disassembled by various methods. As may be
appreciated, a drilling rig of the present disclosure may
generally be disassembled in an opposite manner from
which it was assembled. That is, where assembly of the
substructure included the steps of raising the drill floor,
inserting a layer of substructure boxes, and pinning the
substructure boxes in place, disassembly of the substruc-
ture may generally include unpinning a layer of substruc-
ture boxes, raising the drill floor above the unpinned box-
es, such that the dead load of the drilling rig is transferred
to the jacking systems, and removing the unpinned box-
es. Once the substructure is disassembled, the mast may
be lowered and the remainder of the drilling rig disas-
sembled in some embodiments.
[0067] It may further be appreciated that a substructure
of the present disclosure may be comprised of relatively
small and manageable components, such as the individ-

ual substructure boxes. In this way, the substructure
components may be shipped or brought to a drilling site
using relatively small trailers, trucks, or other means. In
addition, a substructure and/or drilling rig of the present
disclosure may be assembled using relatively small ve-
hicles, such as rubber tire cranes, bulldozers, and/or oth-
er vehicles. Moreover the relatively open box design of
the substructure boxes and substructure of the present
disclosure may allow for below drill floor access to stor-
age, work spaces, and other components.
[0068] As used herein, the terms "substantially" or
"generally" refer to the complete or nearly complete ex-
tent or degree of an action, characteristic, property, state,
structure, item, or result. For example, an object that is
"substantially" or "generally" enclosed would mean that
the object is either completely enclosed or nearly com-
pletely enclosed. The exact allowable degree of deviation
from absolute completeness may in some cases depend
on the specific context. However, generally speaking, the
nearness of completion will be so as to have generally
the same overall result as if absolute and total completion
were obtained. The use of "substantially" or "generally"
is equally applicable when used in a negative connotation
to refer to the complete or near complete lack of an action,
characteristic, property, state, structure, item, or result.
For example, an element, combination, embodiment, or
composition that is "substantially free of’ or "generally
free of’ an ingredient or element may still actually contain
such item as long as there is generally no measurable
effect thereof.
[0069] In the foregoing description various embodi-
ments of the present disclosure have been presented for
the purpose of illustration and description. They are not
intended to be exhaustive or to limit the invention to the
precise form disclosed. Obvious modifications or varia-
tions are possible in light of the above teachings. The
various embodiments were chosen and described to pro-
vide the best illustration of the principals of the disclosure
and their practical application, and to enable one of or-
dinary skill in the art to utilize the various embodiments
with various modifications as are suited to the particular
use contemplated. All such modifications and variations
are within the scope of the present disclosure as deter-
mined by the appended claims.

Claims

1. A drilling rig (100) with a self-elevating drill floor, the
drilling rig (100) comprising:

a mast (110);
a drill floor (120) supporting the mast (110); and
a substructure (130) supporting the mast (110)
and drill floor (120), the substructure (130) com-
prising a plurality of substructure boxes (140),
wherein at least a portion of the plurality of sub-
structure boxes (140) comprise at least one of:
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a pivotable support bar (160) configured for
raising the substructure (130) and for cou-
pling to a next substructure box (140); and
a pivotable saddle (170) configured for rais-
ing the substructure (130) and for coupling
to a next substructure box (140).

2. The drilling rig (100) of claim 1, further comprising a
jacking system (150) comprising a telescoping cyl-
inder (152) and at least one of a support bar and a
saddle (156), the jacking system (150) configured
for coupling to a substructure box (140) to raise the
substructure (130).

3. The drilling rig (100) of claim 1, wherein:

(i) the pivotable support bar (160) is hydraulically
actuated; and
(ii) wherein the pivotable support bar (160) is
configured to pivot between a lifting position for
raising the substructure (130) and a coupling po-
sition for coupling to a second substructure box
(140).

4. The drilling rig (100) of claim 1, wherein the pivotable
saddle (170) is hydraulically actuated; and wherein
the pivotable saddle (170) is configured to pivot be-
tween a lifting position for raising the substructure
(130) and a coupling position for coupling to a second
substructure box (140).

5. The drilling rig (100) of claim 3, part (i), wherein:

(a) the pivotable support bar (160) of each sub-
structure box (140) extends across the substruc-
ture box (140); and
(b) wherein the pivotable support bar (160) has
a length shorter than a width of the substructure
box (140), the width being measured in a direc-
tion parallel to the pivotable support bar (160).

6. The drilling rig (100) of claim 1, wherein the at least
a portion of the plurality of substructure boxes (140)
comprises four pivotable support bars (160).

7. The drilling rig (100) of claim 5, part (a), wherein the
pivotable support bar (160) comprises a stopping el-
ement (163) for securing the pivotable support bar
(160) in a lifting position.

8. The drilling rig (100) of claim 3, part (i), wherein the
plurality of substructure boxes (140) are configured
for sliding laterally and receiving a jacking system
(150); and wherein each of the plurality of substruc-
ture boxes (140) has a C-shape when viewed from
above.

9. A drilling rig (100) of claim 1, wherein the plurality of

substructure boxes (140) are configured for sliding
into position below the drill floor (120) when the drill
floor (120) is in a jacked position, and configured for
supporting the drill floor (120) when the drill floor
(120) is in an unjacked position, and each of the plu-
rality of substructure boxes (140) comprises a pivot-
able saddle (170) configured for engaging a pivota-
ble support bar (160) of an adjacent substructure
box (140).

10. The drilling rig (100) of claim 9, wherein the plurality
of substructure boxes (140) are configured to ac-
commodate a jack when sliding into position below
the drill floor (120); and wherein each of the plurality
of substructure boxes (140) is C-shaped when
viewed from above.

11. The drilling rig (100) of claim 9, wherein the plurality
of substructure boxes (140) are configured for stack-
ing on one another to raise a height of the drill floor
(120).

12. The drilling rig (100) of claim 11, wherein each of the
plurality of substructure boxes (140) includes a piv-
otable support bar (160) configured for engagement
by a saddle (170) for lifting the box (140) and sup-
ported drill floor (120).

13. The drilling rig (100) of claim 12, wherein the pivot-
able support bar (160) is further configured for en-
gagement with an adjacent substructure box (140).

14. The drilling rig (100) of claim 13, wherein the drill
floor (120) comprises four corners and is configured
for lifting at each of its four corners.

15. The drilling rig (100) of claim 14, wherein the plurality
of substructure boxes (140) are configured to form
four towers, one at each of the four corners of the
drill floor (120).

Patentansprüche

1. Bohrgestell (100) mit selbsthebender Bohrbühne,
wobei das Bohrgestell (100) Folgendes umfasst:

einen Mast (110);
eine Bohrbühne (120), die den Mast (110) trägt;
und
eine Unterstruktur (130), die den Mast (110) und
die Bohrbühne (120) stützt, wobei die Unter-
struktur (130) mehrere Unterstukturkästen
(140) umfasst, wobei zumindest ein Teil der
mehreren Unterstrukturkästen (140) mindes-
tens eins der folgenden Elemente umfasst:

einen verschwenkbaren Stützbalken (160),
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der zum Anheben der Unterstruktur (130)
und zum Koppeln an einen nächsten Unter-
strukturkasten (140) ausgelegt ist; und
einen verschwenkbaren Sattel (170), der
zum Anheben der Unterstruktur (130) und
zum Koppeln an einen nächsten Unter-
strukturkasten (140) ausgelegt ist.

2. Bohrgestell (100) nach Anspruch 1, ferner ein Hub-
system (150) umfassend, das einen Teleskopzylin-
der (152) und einen Stützbalken und/oder einen Sat-
tel (156) umfasst, wobei das Hubsystem (150) zum
Koppeln an einen Unterstrukturkasten (140) ausge-
legt ist, um die Unterstruktur (130) anzuheben.

3. Bohrgestell (100) nach Anspruch 1, wobei:

(i) der verschwenkbare Stützbalken (160) hy-
draulisch betätigt wird; und
(ii) wobei der verschwenkbare Stützbalken
(160) dazu ausgelegt ist, zwischen einer Hebe-
position zum Anheben der Unterstruktur (130)
und einer Kopplungsposition zum Koppeln an
einen zweiten Unterstrukturkasten (140) zu ver-
schwenken.

4. Bohrgestell (100) nach Anspruch 1, wobei der ver-
schwenkbare Sattel (170) hydraulisch betätigt wird
und wobei der verschwenkbare Sattel (170) dazu
ausgelegt ist, zwischen einer Hebeposition zum An-
heben der Unterstruktur (130) und einer Kopplungs-
position zum Koppeln an einen zweiten Unterstruk-
turkasten (140) zu verschwenken.

5. Bohrgestell (100) nach Anspruch 3, Teil (i), wobei:

(a) sich der verschwenkbare Stützbalken (160)
jedes Unterstrukturkastens (140) über den Un-
terstrukturkasten (140) erstreckt; und
(b) wobei der verschwenkbare Stützbalken
(160) eine Länge aufweist, die kürzer als die
Breite des Unterstrukturkastens (140) ist, wobei
die Breite in eine Richtung parallel zum ver-
schwenkbaren Stützbalken (160) gemessen
wird.

6. Bohrgestell (100) nach Anspruch 1, wobei der min-
destens eine Teil der mehreren Unterstrukturkästen
(140) vier verschwenkbare Stützbalken (160) um-
fasst.

7. Bohrgestell (100) nach Anspruch 5, Teil (a), wobei
der verschwenkbare Tragbalken (160) ein Anschla-
gelement (163) umfasst, um den verschwenkbaren
Stützbalken (160) in einer Hebeposition zu fixieren.

8. Bohrgestell (100) nach Anspruch 3, Teil (i), wobei
die mehreren Unterstrukturkästen (140) dazu aus-

gelegt sind, sich seitlich zu verschieben und ein Hub-
system (150) aufzunehmen; und wobei jeder der
mehreren Unterstrukturkästen (140) von oben gese-
hen C-förmig ist.

9. Bohrgestell (100) nach Anspruch 1, wobei die meh-
reren Unterstrukturkästen (140) dazu ausgelegt
sind, sich in eine Position unter der Bohrbühne (120)
zu verschieben, wenn sich die Bohrbühne (120) in
einer angehobenen Position befindet, und dazu aus-
gelegt sind, die Bohrbühne (120) zu stützen, wenn
sich die Bohrbühne (120) in einer nicht angehobenen
Position befindet, und wobei jeder der mehreren Un-
terstukturkästen (140) einen verschwenkbaren Sat-
tel (170) umfasst, der dazu ausgelegt ist, in den ver-
schwenkbaren Stützbalken (160) eines angrenzen-
den Unterstrukturkastens (140) einzugreifen.

10. Bohrgestell (100) nach Anspruch 9, wobei die meh-
reren Unterstrukturkästen (140) dazu ausgelegt
sind, eine Winde aufzunehmen, wenn sie sich in eine
Position unter der Bohrbühne (120) verschieben;
und wobei jeder der mehreren Unterstrukturkästen
(140) von oben gesehen C-förmig ist.

11. Bohrgestell (100) nach Anspruch 9, wobei die meh-
reren Unterstrukturkästen (140) dazu ausgelegt
sind, aufeinander gestapelt zu werden, um die Höhe
der Bohrbühne (120) zu erhöhen.

12. Bohrgestell (100) nach Anspruch 11, wobei jeder der
mehreren Unterstrukturkästen (140) einen ver-
schwenkbaren Stützbalken (160) umfasst, der dazu
ausgelegt ist, von einem Sattel (170) eingegriffen zu
werden, um den Kasten (140) und die abgestützte
Bohrbühne (120) anzuheben.

13. Bohrgestell (100) nach Anspruch 12, wobei der ver-
schwenkbare Stützbalken (160) ferner dazu ausge-
legt ist, in einen angrenzenden Unterstrukturkasten
(140) einzugreifen.

14. Bohrgestell (100) nach Anspruch 13, wobei die Bohr-
bühne (120) vier Ecken umfasst und dazu ausgelegt
ist, an jeder der vier Ecken angehoben zu werden.

15. Bohrgestell (100) nach Anspruch 14, wobei die meh-
reren Unterstrukturkästen (140) dazu ausgelegt
sind, vier Türme auszubilden, die an je einer der vier
Ecken der Bohrbühne (120) angeordnet sind.

Revendications

1. Appareil de forage (100) avec plancher de forage
auto-élévateur, l’appareil de forage (100)
comprenant :
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un mât (110) ;
un plancher de forage (120) soutenant le mât
(110) ; et
une sous-structure (130) soutenant le mât (110)
et le plancher de forage (120), la sous-structure
(130) comprenant une pluralité de caissons de
sous-structure (140), au moins une partie de la
pluralité de caissons de sous-structure (140)
comprenant :

une barre de support pivotante (160) con-
çue pour élever la sous-structure (130) et
pour l’accoupler à un caisson de sous-struc-
ture (140) suivant ; et
un collier pivotant (170) conçu pour élever
la sous-structure (130) et pour l’accoupler
à un caisson de sous-structure (140) sui-
vant.

2. Appareil de forage (100) selon la revendication 1,
comprenant en outre un système de levage à vérin
(150) comprenant un vérin télescopique (152) et une
barre de support et/ou un collier (156), le système
de levage à vérin (150) étant conçu pour s’accoupler
à un caisson de sous-structure (140) pour élever la
sous-structure (130) .

3. Appareil de forage (100) selon la revendication 1,

(i) la barre de support pivotante (160) étant à
commande hydraulique ; et
(ii) la barre de support pivotante (160) étant con-
çue pour pivoter entre une position de levage
pour élever la sous-structure (130) et une posi-
tion d’accouplement pour s’accoupler à un se-
cond caisson de sous-structure (140).

4. Appareil de forage (100) selon la revendication 1, le
collier pivotant (170) étant à commande
hydraulique ; et le collier pivotant (170) étant conçu
pour pivoter entre une position de levage pour élever
la sous-structure (130) et une position d’accoupler
pour s’accoupler à un second caisson de sous-struc-
ture (140).

5. Appareil de forage (100) selon la revendication 3,
partie (i),

(a) la barre de support pivotante (160) de cha-
que caisson de sous-structure (140) s’étendant
à travers le caisson de sous-structure (140) ; et
(b) la barre de support pivotante (160) ayant une
longueur plus courte qu’une largeur du caisson
de sous-structure (140), la largeur étant mesu-
rée dans une direction parallèle à la barre de
support pivotante (160) .

6. Appareil de forage (100) selon la revendication 1,

l’au moins une partie de la pluralité de caissons de
sous-structure (140) comprenant quatre barres de
support pivotantes (160).

7. Appareil de forage (100) selon la revendication 5,
partie (a), la barre de support pivotante (160) com-
prenant un élément d’arrêt (163) pour fixer la barre
de support pivotante (160) dans une position de le-
vage.

8. Appareil de forage (100) selon la revendication 3,
partie (i), la pluralité de caissons de sous-structure
(140) étant conçus pour coulisser latéralement et re-
cevoir un système de levage à vérin (150) ; et chacun
de la pluralité de caissons de sous-structure (140)
ayant une forme de C vu de dessus.

9. Appareil de forage (100) selon la revendication 1, la
pluralité de caissons de sous-structure (140) étant
conçus pour coulisser en position sous le plancher
de forage (120) lorsque le plancher de forage (120)
est dans une position levée par vérin, et conçus pour
soutenir le plancher de forage (120) lorsque le plan-
cher de forage (120) est dans une position non levée
par vérin, et chacun de la pluralité de caissons de
sous-structure (140) comprenant un collier pivotant
(170) conçu pour venir en prise avec une barre de
support pivotante (160) d’un caisson de sous-struc-
ture (140) adjacent.

10. Appareil de forage (100) selon la revendication 9, la
pluralité de caissons de sous-structure (140) étant
conçus pour accueillir un vérin en coulissant dans la
position sous le plancher de forage (120) ; et chacun
de la pluralité de caissons de sous-structure (140)
étant en forme de C vu de dessus.

11. Appareil de forage (100) selon la revendication 9, la
pluralité de caissons de sous-structure (140) étant
conçus pour s’empiler les uns sur les autres pour
s’élever d’une hauteur du plancher de forage (120).

12. Appareil de forage (100) selon la revendication 11,
chacun de la pluralité de caissons de sous-structure
(140) comprenant une barre de support pivotante
(160) conçue pour être mise en prise par un collier
(170) pour élever le caisson (140) et le plancher de
forage (120) supporté.

13. Appareil de forage (100) selon la revendication 12,
la barre de support pivotante (160) étant également
conçue pour venir en prise avec un caisson de sous-
structure (140) adjacent.

14. Appareil de forage (100) selon la revendication 13,
le plancher de forage (120) comprenant quatre coins
et étant conçu pour être soulevé à chacun de ses
quatre coins.
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15. Appareil de forage (100) selon la revendication 14,
la pluralité de caissons de sous-structure (140) étant
conçus pour former quatre tours, une à chacun des
quatre coins du plancher de forage (120).
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